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New from Summit Racing Equipment: Summit Racing Black Ultimate Eight
Wheels, Rigid Industries M-Series Light Bars, and Lund Summit Ridge
Running Boards

Truck owners can update the looks and functionality of their vehicles with these new products,
now available at Summit Racing.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) December 31, 2013 -- Truck owners can update the looks and functionality of their
vehicles with these new products, now available at Summit Racing:

SUMMIT RACING 375 SERIES BLACK ULTIMATE EIGHT WHEELS
With eight hefty slotted spokes, it’s easy to see where 375 Series Black Ultimate Eight Wheels earned their
name. These aggressive wheels use one-piece aluminum construction to provide a high load rating. The wheels’
machined face features gloss black accents, while a beefy center cap tops off the rugged look.
Complete Release

RIGID INDUSTRIES M-SERIES LED LIGHT BARS
Rigid Industries’ M-Series Light Bars incorporate LED technology that allows you to blaze through the darkest
trails. LED lighting is perfect for off-roading; it typically uses less electricity, generates less heat, and the bulbs
last longer when compared to traditional incandescent lighting.The light bars have corrosion-resistant
aluminum housings and stainless steel hardware.
Complete Release

LUND SUMMIT RIDGE RUNNING BOARDS
Lund Summit Ridge Running Boards are built to withstand years of regular use. The steps use an OE-style
design that integrates seamlessly with the truck’s factory lines. They are made with corrosion-resistant
aluminum to ward off Mother Nature and are strong enough to handle the grind of a work week.
Complete Release

Summit Racing Equipment
SummitRacing.com
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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